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A wedding theme is necessary and heart part of your weddings, when planning your wonderful
wedding. Many marriage couples know that they want some special kind of wedding, but they don't
how to integrate that theme into their wedding. Marriage couple wants to celebrate the wedding in
such great and unique style that it will be remembered for lifetime. The most new style that has
come in fashion to make a wedding ceremony special is a â€™perfect theme wedding â€™. Mostly, a theme
wedding is arranging and affecting every part of a wedding based on a particular theme. Though
this style was not popular in India five years back, in new years it has caught the fancy of lots of
people. In case you are planning to give your weeding a particular theme, you can go for options
like romantic wedding theme, fantasy wedding theme, fairytale wedding theme, royal wedding
theme to name a few perfect wedding themes.

Here are some instructions for how you should go for a perfect wedding theme.

The royal wedding theme seems to be the most popular in few year, may be due to the rich royal
tradition India passed through till half a century ago. It is not very unusual to book royal buildings or
a section of palaces as venues to give the best possible accuracy. Original things, right from the
shaped iron gates at the opening to chandeliers to columns to windows and draperies become
available to you robotically by booking a royal palace. No need to worry, in case of non availability of
royal or legacy buildings, wedding planners can create a artificial royal place your choice depending
on your budgets .

Romantic wedding theme is as popular as royal theme with many middle class families however the
concept of romantic theme is not very clear in India. In many an Indian wedding I saw, which claim
to have romantic theme, it was garden as the place which bring some optimism. However, you can
see the true talent of wedding planners when the wedding is at home as they get to decorate more.
First off, it is a dash of tons of flowers universally; windows and door panels and draperies vanish to
make way for flowers and ferns. You will have mini indoor fountains aimlessly placed inside the
wedding hall. Wedding stage will be almost lost in plants and fauna; finally, donâ€™t overlook to include
a blower to create a cool gust of scented air.

It might be safe to say that virtually all brides start with the idea of a fairytale wedding themes and
many brides stay the course. To them, anything short of the full royal insignia, and the coach and
cart and castle, amounts to a dream overdue. And nobody settles for a dream deferred on their
wedding day.
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